“jobWings.com: Giving access to Quebec’s hidden financial
and accounting skill market”

Montréal, February 1 /CNW/ - Today, the talent brokers at Venatus
Conseil officially launched jobWings.com. A website completely dedicated to
mediatization of career opportunities in finance and accounting.
Venatus Conseil also revealed, as part of the jobWings.com launch,
newly offered services such as providing more job postings on a specialized
site, market intelligence, and contextualized market research for employers of
potential candidates.
“By intermediating specialized senior management search services,
Venatus Conseil has developed a special connection at the heart of Quebec’s
professional finance and accounting network. Most of the site visitors know us
personally from having met or corresponded with us on many occasions.”
states Nathalie Francisci, president of Venatus Conseil. “This is a new step that
is part of our strategy to maintain the quality of our public image with
candidates and to increase our geographic reach to other francophone
countries.”
Contrary to the majority of job sites, jobWings.com—managed by
jobWings Careers Inc—does not archive CVs and therefore does not offer a
bank of them to employers. “The dynamics of the financial and accounting skill
market ensure that professionals of the highest calibre—already heavily
solicited—are very reluctant to submit their CVs on job sites and are very
selective when opportunities present themselves. “Creating a quality CV bank
simply by inviting these sought-after professionals to fill out a few pages of
online forms might be a utopian idea to think about.” explains Nathalie
Francisci.
On the other hand, Venatus Conseil has a private database of contacts—
updated daily—developed over more than five years from successful mandates
in accounting and finance. Only talent brokers of Venatus Conseil—who have
personally contacted and/or met each indexed contact personally—have access
to it.

This private contact database—the most exhaustive and detailed in
Québec—gives the talent brokers clarity in their market intelligence mandates, in
term of profiles, and especially in terms of each contact's professional
expectations.

The site offers the following advantages:


A posting service for career opportunities that lets businesses reach a
very specific and highly desired pool of candidates.



Currency indicators on the salaries of Quebec senior staff in finance and
accountingfor different categories of employers.



A career management and personal marketing section where talent
brokers give advice and a friendly account of recruitment anecdotes.



Foolproof confidentiality requiring no personal
candidates to consult and apply for job offers.



Email notifications when a job offer corresponding to candidate
aspirations is posted.
Complete access from the welcoming page to the list of available positions.
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About Venatus Conseil
Venatus Conseil Lte is a human resource service provider who specializes in
executive and professional searches for large to medium-sized business and offers
recruitment stratgegy consultations.
Venatus Conseil has a web site at the address: http://www.venatus.com.

Contact details: Manuel Francisci, Les Carrières jobWings.com inc., info@jobs.ca

